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Abstract

Atomicity races in ARINC 653 applications are a kind of concurrency bugs which
causes nondeterministic behaviors by parallel processes. The defects must be detected to
ensure the reliability of the applications, because they may lead to unpredictable results
to the programmer. This paper presents a tool, called AR653, to dynamically detect
atomicity races for an execution of the application. The tool monitors only minimal
information, such as processes, semaphores, and read/write accesses to shared resources,
and analyzes the relation of synchronizations to report atomicity races throgh a locking
decipline of semaphores. We compared the accuracy of AR653 with CodeSonar using
synthetic programs on a simulation system for integrated modular avionics. The
emperiacal results show that our tool correctly reports atomicity races in cases of using
shared pointers as well as in cases of using shared variables, while CodeSonar only
locates atomicity races in cases of unsing shared variables.
Keywords: ARINC 653 operating systems, atomicity races, dynamic detection,
synchronization, avionics

1. Introduction
The ARINC 653 standard [1-6] for integrated modular avionics [6-10] defines four
intra-partition communication services: buffer, blackboard, semaphore and event. The
semaphore service creates an atomic execution region in the application and enables to
control access to a shared resource by concurrent processes. However, atomicity races
may occur in ARINC 653 applications without explicit synchronization such as
semaphore or using incorrect synchronization, when more than two processes access a
shared resource with at least one or more write accesses included. Such atomicity races
must be detected because the reliability of the applications cannot be guaranteed.
It is important to detect atomicity races [10-13] in the applications for the safety critical
of avionics systems. CodeSonar [14] is a representative tool which is widely used to
identify the concurrency bugs, such as data races and deadlocks, as well as sequential
errors based on the static analysis techniques [15-17] using source codes. The static
analysis tool is sound, but imprecise because it produces a lot of false positives through
evaluation all of possible executions including impractical execution paths which are
never reached in the actual execution of the applications. This requires the programmer to
analyze the results reported by CodeSonar again.
This paper presents a tool, called AR653 that consists of AR653 Monitor and AR653
Detector to detect atomicity races during an execution of ARINC 653 application. The
AR653 Monitor collects information such as processes, semaphores, and accesses to
shared resources, and AR653 Detector analyzes the relation of synchronizations to report
atomicity races through a locking discipline of semaphores. We implemented AR653 on
*
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top of PIN binary instrument [18-19] software framework and evaluated the accuracy of
the tool on a simulation system for integrated modular avionics (SIMA) by using ARINC
653 synthetic programs. The empirical results show that our tool correctly reports
atomicity races in cases of using shared pointers as well as in cases of using shared
variables, while CodeSonar only locates atomicity races in cases of using shared
variables.

2. Background
2.1. Intra-Partition Communication for ARINC 653 Standards
Avionic systems have been changing from Federated Systems to Integrated Modular
Avionics (IMA) which purposes to reduce the weight of air-born systems and its power
consumption by integrated management of the system. The ARINC 653 Specification has
been developed as a standardized interface definition of real-time operating system to
simplify the development of IMA. The ARINC 653 standard for integrated modular
avionics specifies the semaphore service for intra-partition communication. The
semaphore service is a synchronization object commonly used to create the atomic
execution region and to control process accesses to the shared partition resources. Figure
1 shows the source code that can cause atomicity races due to the incorrect use of
semaphore operations in the ARINC 653 operating system. Figure 1 (a) is an example of
the source code that can cause atomicity races because the programmer incorrectly used
the semaphore and the shared resources within the atomic regions are not protected.
Figure 1 (b) shows an example of the source codes include the atomicity races due to the
usage of different semaphores.
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void process1() {
RETURN_CODE_TYPE rc;
SEMAPHORE_ID_TYPE id;
GET_SEMAPHORE_ID("SEM1", &id, &rc);

}

while(1) {
WAIT_SEMAPHORE(id, INFINITE_TIME_VALUE, &rc);
counter += 1;
if (counter == 100) {
counter = 0;
}
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE(id, &rc);
}

void process2() {
RETURN_CODE_TYPE rc;
SEMAPHORE_ID_TYPE id;
GET_SEMAPHORE_ID("SEM1", &id, &rc);
while(1) {
WAIT_SEMAPHORE(id, INFINITE_TIME_VALUE, &rc);

}

}

SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE(id, &rc);
counter += 1;
if (counter == 100) {
counter = 0;
}

(a) Creation of incorrect Atomic Region
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void process1() {
RETURN_CODE_TYPE rc;
SEMAPHORE_ID_TYPE id;
GET_SEMAPHORE_ID("SEM1", &id, &rc);

}

while(1) {
WAIT_SEMAPHORE(id, INFINITE_TIME_VALUE, &rc);
counter += 1;
if (counter == 100) {
counter = 0;
}
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE(id, &rc);
}

void process2() {
RETURN_CODE_TYPE rc;
SEMAPHORE_ID_TYPE id;
GET_SEMAPHORE_ID("SEM2", &id, &rc);
while(1) {
WAIT_SEMAPHORE(id, INFINITE_TIME_VALUE, &rc);

}

}

counter += 1;
if (counter == 100) {
counter = 0;
}
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE(id, &rc);

(b) Use of different Semaphores

Figure 1. Source Codes of ARINC 653 Applications Using Semaphores
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Figure 2. Examples of Atomicity Races
The ARINC 653 standard interface provides semaphore services including
CREATE_SEMAPHORE, WAIT_ SEMAPHORE, SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE, GET_
SEMAPHORE_ID, and GET_SEMAPHORE_STATUS. The CREATE_ SEMAPHORE
service is used to create semaphore. The process intended to use shared resources through
the created semaphore executes WAIT_SEMAPHORE, and then executes
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE to allow other processes to access shared resources.
GET_SEMAPHORE_ID is used to bring the current semaphore’s ID, while
GET_SEMAPHORE_STATUS is employed to know the status of the current semaphore.
2.2. Atomicity Races in ARINC 653 Applications
Atomic execution region refers to a code block where a program is executed as one
atom by explicit synchronization. If the atomic operation is guaranteed, shared variables
(read/amend) within an atomic region should not be fixed by other processes. Figure 2
represents the execution of the program shown in Figure 1. If shared resources are not
protected by atomic regions as seen in Figure 2 (a) or they are protected by the atomic
region that are different from each other such as Figure 2 (b), accesses to the shared
resources may be conflicted by execution of other processes, and consequently the atomic
operation cannot be guaranteed. Likewise, atomicity races may occur in ARINC 653
applications without explicit synchronization such as semaphore or using incorrect
synchronization, when more than two processes access to a shared resource with at least
one write access included. The atomicity races must be detected for debugging, because
they may lead to unpredictable results. However, it is well known that the defects are hard
to handle through the traditional debugging methods, such as break points or watch points
since they are hard to reproduce in an execution of the program and are no errors in
source codes.
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2.3. Detection Tool for Atomicity Races
The integrated development environment for ARINC 653 applications provides
information such as semaphores, messages, queues, and tasks, which are needed to
configure an application and detect errors in a safe and efficient way. However, it is
difficult to use these information and to check exist atomicity races in the applications,
because detecting atomicity races requires to understand parallel executions of processes
and to predict their nondeterministic behaviors. Therefore, in general, a range of
automatic detection tools based on sophisticated techniques [10-27] is employed to locate
atomicity races which exist in ARINC 653 applications. A representative tool for
detecting atomicity races in the avionics application is CodeSonar. It analyzes the source
code and binary code to detect concurrency errors such as data races and deadlocks and
other serious programming errors. However, the static tool produces a lot of false
positives because it evaluates all of possible executions including impractical execution
paths which are never reached in the actual execution of a program.

3. Dynamic Detection of Atomicity Races
3.1. AR653
To dynamically detect atomicity races in ARINC 653 applications, the programmer
must monitor and collect the information such as processes, semaphores and accesses to
shared resources. We present a dynamic detector, called AR653 that locates atomicity
races during an execution of the application. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of
AR653. AR653 consists of two modules: AR653 Monitor and AR653 Detector. During an
execution of an application, the AR653 Monitor module collects execution information of
the application, and the AR653 Detector module analyzes the relation of
synchronizations.
AR653

Instrumentor

AR653 Monitor

Instrumented
ARINC 653
Applications

ARINC 653
Applications

AR653
Detector

Detection Results

JIT Compiler

Figure 3. The Overall Architecture of AR653
With AR653, The programmer enters the viable binary code for ARINC 653
applications. Then, Dynamic Binary Instrumentor inserts AR653 Monitor, which
monitors information needed to detect atomicity races, into the entered binary code. The
AR653 monitors information such as processes, semaphores, and accesses to shared
resources during an execution of the ARINC 653 applications. AR653 Detector analyzes
the monitored information, checks if atomicity races exist, and reports the results.
3.2. AR653 Monitor
AR653 Monitor, which is inserted into the binary codes of ARINC 653 applications,
collects processes, semaphores, and memory accesses during an execution of the
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application. Figure 4 shows the architecture of AR653 Monitor which consists of three
components: ProcessMonitor, SemaphoreMonitor, and AccessMonitor.
The ProcessMonitor component monitors information related to process function calls
generated in an execution of the application. Generally, a process is created in ARINC
653 application by CREATE_PROCESS API. If the function is called with parameters
including process name, it delivers the process name to create a new process and is
assigned a process ID as an active process by the kernel of OS. The ProcessMonitor
maintains these process information, such as the process IDs and the process names, to
monitor the acting processes, and it removes the information when the processes expire.
The SemaphoreMonitor component is to monitor the occurrence of semaphores
considering
CREATE_SEMAPHORE,
WAIT_SEMAPHORE,
and
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE APIs. CREATE_ SEMAPHORE is a function to create a new
semaphore object, which delivers the semaphore command through parameters and brings
the semaphore ID assigned from the kernel. This enables to obtain the ID used in the
application and the semaphore command. If WAIT_SEMAPHORE and
SIGNAL_SEMAPHORE, the functions to control synchronization, are called, the
semaphore ID can be obtained through the parameters of these functions.
Instrumented ARINC 653
Applications

AR653 Monitor
ProcessMonitor

AR653 Detector

SemaphoreMonitor
AccessMonitor

Figure 4. The Architecture of AR653 Monitor
The AccessMonitor component monitors the accesses to shared resources, such as
read/write of shared memories. When an access event happens, this component acquires
the type of access event, process ID, address of the shared variables, the name of function,
and line number. The monitored and collected information by the AR653 Monitor is used
to analyze the synchronization of an application execution for AR653 Detector module.
3.3. AR653 Detector
AR653 Detector reports atomicity races using an on-the-fly analysis technique, called
lock-set based analysis. The Detector module checks a locking discipline which stipulates
that any two different processes access a shared resource with a common semaphore. Also
the Detector maintains the access histories for each shared resource and ratiocinates the
protective relations to check if atomicity races exist. Figure 5 shows the architecture of
AR653 Detector.
For detecting atomicity races, the AR653 Detector maintains a candidate set of
semaphores Cx that is held by all processes during a program execution for a shared
resource x. Therefore, it locates an atomicity race whenever any two accesses on different
processes access a shared resource with at least one write, and the two accesses are not
protected by a common semaphore. Given two processes Pi and Pj that access to a shared
resource x is occur an atomicity race if they satisfy following condition:
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(P i = Write ⋁ Pj = Write) ⋀ (P i ≠ Pj ⋀ Cx =∅)

(1)

where Cx maintains a set of semaphores by intersecting itself with the set of
semaphores held by the current process. AR653 detects an atomicity race whenever a pair
of conflicting accesses to a shared resource are satisfied the above condition.
AR653 Detector receives information such as processes, semaphores and accesses to
shared variables monitored by AR653 Monitor during an execution of the application.
The information acquired by Process Monitor is kept in Process Information from
creation to extinction. Semaphore Information maintains the semaphore status from
creation to extinction through the information acquired by Semaphore Monitor, so that the
semaphore is used to check if atomicity races exist. Access History keeps the history of
accesses to shared resources, and the history is used to check if atomicity races exist by
comparing with the status of semaphore.
AR653 Detector
Process
Information

AR653 Monitor

Examination
Locking Discipline
Detection Results

Semaphore
Information

transition State of
Shared Resource

Figure 5. The Architecture of AR653 Detector
AR653 Detector checks the violation of a locking discipline and changing information
through Process Information, Semaphore Information and Access History, which change
during an application execution. The locking discipline basis that a shared variable, which
two or more processes access, must be protected with a common lock. Also, AR653
Detector keeps the access history of a shared variable and ratiocinates its protective
relation to check if atomicity races exist.

4. Experimentation
4.1. Methodology
To evaluate the accuracy of AR653, we used synthetic programs considering either
involving atomicity race or not. We developed the synthetic programs considering two
criteria such as using shared variable and using pointers of shared resources. To pair
comparison, we employed CodeSonar and analyzed the synthesis to compare the results
of the static tool with the results by AR653.
Figure 6 graphically shows the execution of synthetic programs using the shared
variables. A shared integer variable is declared before the application is created and
operated. Write events to the shared variable are generated in the process 1 and process 2.
If the shared variable is not properly synchronized by semaphore, an atomicity race may
occur. In the SV-N01 and SV-N02, the shared variable is properly synchronized by
semaphore, resulting in no atomicity race. In the SV-R01, an atomicity race may occur
because semaphore is not used for the shared variable of the two processes. In the SVR02, an atomicity race may occur because the shared variable of the process 1 is protected
with semaphore, but that of the process 2 is not protected.
Figure 7 graphically shows the execution of synthetic programs using the pointer for
shared resources. These synthetic programs are similar to the synthetic programs for the
shared resources.
The implementation and experimentation were carried on a single board computer with
Linux Kernel, a real time operating system. ARINC 653 synthetic programs are compiled
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with GNU C Compiler Version 4.6.2. The complied program was operated under a
simulation system for integrated modular avionics (SIMA), and each synthetic program
ran on the standalone mode.
4.2. Results
The results of detecting atomicity races in the synthetic programs by both AR653 and
CodeSonar appear in Table 1. AR653 precisely locates the existence of atomicity races
for four synthesis, SV-R01, SV-R02, SP-R01, and SP-R02, while CodeSonar reports
atomicity races only for SV-R01 and SV-R02. Naturally, all of tools precisely detect no
atomicity races for SV-N01 and SP-N01 which use a common semaphore for an explicit
synchronization. However, AR653 reports false positives in case of SV-N02 and SP-N02
because these programs use implicit synchronization by two different semaphores. For
optimized execution, these kind of programs should be modified to use only one of two
semaphores due to the fact that it may incur to other serious faults, such as deadlocks. In
the table, CodeSonar also reports a false positive for SV-N02 similar to AR653, while it
does not report a false positive for SP-N02 since the static analysis tool cannot trace
pointer variables in the programs.
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Figure 6. The Graph of Synthetic ARINC 653 Applications
Using the Shared Variables
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Figure 7. The Graph of Synthetic ARINC 653 Applications
Using the Shared Pointers
Table 1. The Detection Result of Synthetic ARINC 653 Applications
Type

Shared
Variable

Shared
Pointer

Race

Number

Program

○

01

○

Detection Results
AR653

CodeSonar

SV-R01

○

○

02

SV-R02

○

○

×

01

SV-N01

×

×

×

02

SV-N02

○

○

○

01

SP-R01

○

×

○

02

SP-R02

○

×

×

01

SP-N01

×

×

×

02

SP-N02

○

×

5. Conclusion
In the ARINC 653applications for integrated modular avionics (IMA), incorrect use of
semaphore must be detected because it can cause atomicity races, one of concurrency
errors and harm the reliability of the system. This paper presented a tool for atomicity
race detection, called AR653 that consists of AR653 Monitor and AR653 Detector. The
AR653 Monitor collects monitored information such as processes, semaphores, and
accesses to shared resources, while AR653 Detector reports atomicity races by checking a
locking discipline which stipulates that any two different processes access a shared
resource with a common semaphore.
To evaluate the precision of AR653, we compared it with CodeSonar. The comparison
results using synthetic programs show that AR653 precisely detects atomicity races in
ARINC 653 applications using shared variables and shared pointers, while CodeSonar
using the static analysis is imprecise for the applications using shared pointers due to the
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fact that it cannot trace pointer variables. Therefore, AR653 is a useful tool to debug
atomicity races in applications for avionics. However, it produces high overhead because
the tool consumes a lot of resources of the system during an application execution. Future
work includes improving our detection tool to remove false positive problem and to
reduce the heavy run-time overhead. Future works would be needed to focus on reducing
false positives reported by locking discipline, and adopting the AR653 Detector to
Happens-before or Hybrid detection technique. Also more works would be necessary on
reducing overhead during detection so that it would be used in the actual airplanes for
detecting atomicity races, leading to realization of fault tolerance.
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